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FBQ1: The origin and growth of cooperation are as old as ____ race. 
Answer: Human

FBQ2: The evolution and growth of cooperation can be traced down to ____
Answer: Egyptian

FBQ3: The nature of ____ was technological advance. 
Answer: Development

FBQ4: In ____ to present day know as second century of cooperative began much 
more significant throughout the continent.
Answer: 1945

FBQ5: Owenism was like ____ than true cooperation. 
Answer: Socialism

FBQ6: In 1815 ____did a research on how the common people could come together to 
make life easier for themselves.
Answer: Owen

FBQ7: Robert Owenâ€™s association with common-people made him to have many 
____ who called themselves Owentie.
Answer: Disciples

FBQ8: Dr. King emulated several policies on how to run cooperative societies which he 
published in monthly journal called the ____ 
Answer: Cooperator

FBQ9: Dr. King taught people that they could achieve a lot through the cooperative 
community and they are to be ____and loyal to one another
Answer: Honest

FBQ10: The origin of Rochadale Society began operating in ____
Answer: 1844

FBQ11: The Rochadale type cooperative was introduced in the____ in 1863 at 
Lawrence
Answer: United States

FBQ12: Cooperation began in Britain as a result of the Industrial Revolution which 
occurred from ____century.
Answer: 18th to 19th&

FBQ13: The first cooperative was the dairy cooperative in____  established in  1882,
Answer: Hjedding

FBQ14: After the second war of Schleswig in 1864, ____ new movements hit Denmark
Answer: Two
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FBQ15: The first Swedish farm cooperative was formed in ____
Answer: 1850

FBQ16: Cooperation in Sweden have been so successful that the country is fast 
becoming the ____ of the Co-operative worldwide 
Answer: Mecca

FBQ17:  Cooperative FORBUNDET was established 1899 as the organization of the 
____ Consumers Co-operative
Answer: Swedish

FBQ18: Between 1900-1914 the organisation protected co-operative union and the 
public from ____of essential goods and money. 
Answer: Monopoly

FBQ19: Cooperative Forbundet conducts study groups by correspondence whereby 
people learn without a ____teacher
Answer: Formal

FBQ20: The cooperative movement of Sweden is so organized today that 
manufacturing and distribution of essential goods are under its ____
Answer: Control

FBQ21: Sweden's cooperative school is established in ____ 
Answer: Oslo

FBQ22: A banner headline runs across all the____on top of the page
Answer: Columns

FBQ23: The cooperative movement in Norway was force to be reckoned with in the 
International ____ Community. 
Answer: Cooperative

FBQ24: Cooperation started in India as a result of untold suffering which the money-
lenders inflicted upon the general populace between ____ 
Answer: 1860 and 1880

FBQ25: The African Confederation of Cooperative Savings and Credit Association was 
founded on ____
Answer: 12th September, 1968

FBQ26: In ____this association (ACCOSCA) became a member of the World Council 
of Credit Unions (WOCCU)
Answer: October 1970

FBQ27: Cooperation in Nigeria started as far back as ____
Answer: 1907

FBQ28: The earliest notable cooperative society in Nigeria was____ 
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Answer: Agege Planters Union

FBQ29: The Colonial masters, with the formulation and enactment of cooperative 
legislation in 1935 based on the report of ____
Answer: Mr. F. F. Strickland

FBQ30: With another report which Mr. Strickland submitted in 1936, Cooperative Thrift 
and Credit Societies (C.T.C.S) were formed and it spread all over____
Answer: Eastern and Western Nigeria

FBQ31: The initial achievement of the government on Cooperatives was   the 
promulgation Cooperative Laws and the Cooperative Regulations which followed on 
the ____
Answer: 6th February, 1936

FBQ32: In 1937, ____ Produce Marketing Society became the first Cooperative Society 
to be the first Registrar of Cooperative Societies in Nigeria.
Answer: Gbedun Co-operative

FBQ33: After these developments, several Cooperative Societies and Union were 
formed and registered by the government through the Western Ministry of Trade, 
Industry and ____
Answer: Cooperative

FBQ34: The Cooperative Federation of Nigeria was formed in 1945 and formally 
registered in ____
Answer: 1967

FBQ35: It was the ____ which represents the entire cooperative movement in Nigeria. 
Answer: national apex organization

MCQ1: The religion and cultural association known as _______ and ________burial 
benefit societies.
Answer: Orglonen and Thias 

MCQ2: The cooperative craftsmen organization called __________ which appeared as 
early as the beginning of old Roman history.
Answer: Collegia

MCQ3: The nature of cooperative during the Rise of Islam 600-1490 A.Dwas based on 
__________
Answer: Zero interest cooperative 

MCQ4: The objective of gilds was to secure __________  during the Middle Age, 500-
1400.A.D  
Answer: the positions of members craftsmen price

MCQ5: In __________ to present day know as second century of cooperative began 
much more significant throughout the continent. 
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Answer: 1945

MCQ6: Who was nickname â€œthe poor manâ€™s Physicianâ€ ?
Answer: William King Charles Fourier

MCQ7: __________emulated several policies on how to run CooperativeSocieties 
which he published in monthly journal called â€œTheCo-operatorâ€
Answer: Dr. King

MCQ8: _______ idea was the credit union.
Answer: Raiffeisen

MCQ9: All are Delizsch basic economic beliefs concerning cooperatives except 
Answer: Cooperative should accept donation 

MCQ10: The origin of Rochadale Society began operating in ________
Answer: 1844

MCQ11: The Rochadale-type cooperative was introduced in the ÂÂÂÂ_______in 
1863 at Lawrence.
Answer: United States

MCQ12: One among the following is Rochadale principles of cooperative 
Answer: Open membership

MCQ13: Co-operation began in Britain as a result of the Industrial Revolution which 
occurred from century.
Answer: 18th to 19th

MCQ14: Which among these countries lacked the comparative advantage, for the 
production of milk and rearing of pigs?
Answer: Denmark

MCQ15: The first Swedish farm cooperative was formed in 
Answer: 1850

MCQ16: _______ was established in 1899 as the organization of the Swedish 
Consumers Co-operative 
Answer: Co-Operative Forbundet

MCQ17: Sweden's Co-operative School is established in
Answer: Oslo

MCQ18: Co-operation started in India as a result of untold suffering which themoney-
lenders inflicted upon the general populace between 
Answer: 1860 and 1880

MCQ19: The following were the causes of their indebtedness in India except 
Answer: The poor landowners and landlords were exploiting the poor masses.
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MCQ20: In the United States, there are approximately ______ Indians, and they own 
more than 50 million acres of land, although a substantial part is not fertile land.
Answer: 800,000

MCQ21: The African Confederation of Co-operative Savings and CreditAssociation was 
founded on _________.
Answer: 12th September, 1968

MCQ22: __________ was one of the countries that founded ACCOSCA
Answer: Nigeria 

MCQ23: In October 1970, this association (ACCOSCA) became a member of the 
World Council of Credit Unions (WOCCU)
Answer: October, 1970

MCQ24: Co-operation in Nigeria started as far back as 
Answer: 1907

MCQ25: Notable among the earliest co-operative societies was Agege Planters Union 
(A.P.U), made up of 
Answer: Cocoa producers

MCQ26: Who among these names stated that â€œcooperative will thrive in Nigeria 
when the government realized the significance of Co-operativesâ€ ?
Answer: Mr. F. F. Stricklandâ€Ÿs

MCQ27: All except one was not among the people we contributed to the Co-operative 
Movement especially in Western Nigeria were 
Answer: (Sir) J.T. Caxton Idowu

MCQ28: The development of cooperatives over time has been shaped by many factors 
and influences including
Answer: All of the options 

MCQ29: What year did Plunkett created Plunkett Foundation____? 
Answer: 1919

MCQ30: ÂÂÂÂ About _______ of all farming soil in Denmark was cooperative from 
1300
Answer: 90%

MCQ31: Denmark gained a foothold on the Russian market during 
Answer: World war I

MCQ32: The cooperative movement also resulted in a series of co-op storesknown as 
Brugsen, which were under the administration of the
Answer: Danish Consumers Co-operative Society.
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MCQ33: The cooperative ownership model for wind mills was developed in_______
Answer: Denmark 

MCQ34: One of the biggest cooperatively owned wind farms are at ÂÂÂÂ________ 
in Copenhagen and at the SamsÃ¸ island.
Answer: Middelgrunden

MCQ35: Living in co-housing groups with a common ground and common house is 
relatively common in _________
Answer: Denmark
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